Predicting water quality is the key factor in the water quality management of reservoirs. Since a large number of factors affect the water quality, traditional data processing methods are no longer good enough for solving the problem. The dissolved oxygen (DO) level is a measure of the health of the aquatic system and its prediction is very important. DO dynamics are highly nonlinear and artificial intelligence techniques are capable of modelling this complex system. The objective of this study was to develop an adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to predict the DO in the Gruža Reservoir, Serbia. The fuzzy model was developed using experimental data which were collected during a 3-year period. The input variables analysed in this paper are: water pH, water temperature, total phosphate, nitrites, ammonia, iron, manganese and electrical conductivity. The selection of an appropriate set of input variables is based on the building of ANFIS models for each possible combination of input variables. Results of fuzzy models are compared with measured data on the basis of correlation coefficient, mean absolute error and mean square error. Comparing the predicted values by ANFIS with the experimental data indicates that fuzzy models provide accurate results.
INTRODUCTION
Modelling water quality variables is a very important aspect of the analysis of any aquatic system. The chemical, physical and biological components of aquatic ecosystems are very complex and nonlinear. Recently, numerous computational and statistical approaches have been developed, leading to the appearance of ecological informatics (Chon & Park ) . The future of eco-environmental modelling lies in the integration of different paradigms and techniques (Chen et al. ) .
The concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO) is important for the healthy functioning of aquatic ecosystems, and a significant indicator of the state of aquatic ecosystems. It is highly desirable to create a DO model for each major reservoir so that water quality can be optimized throughout a time horizon. Although the modelling of DO has been studied, many aspects of its dynamics are still unclear (Antonopoulos & Gianniou ). DO dynamics are highly nonlinear and many useful statistical theories cannot be implemented.
One of the successful applications of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques (knowledge-based systems, genetic algorithms, artificial neural networks and fuzzy inference systems) is to model complex nonlinear systems.
forms of neural networks have been applied for resolving this problem. It is well known that a feedforward neural network (FNN) using the back propagation learning algorithm can approximate a given nonlinear function to any desired degree of accuracy. FNN models were identified, validated and tested for the computation of DO (Dogan et al. ) and DO and BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) (Singh et In recent years fuzzy logic systems have been successfully applied to a number of scientific and engineering problems. The fuzzy system and neural networks have similar mathematical fundamentals, so that a training method used with neural networks could be applied to fuzzy models (Wieland & Mirschel ) . Fuzzy modelling from measured data is an effective tool for the approximation of uncertain nonlinear systems. In general, there are two types of fuzzy inference models ( Jang et al. ) . The Mamdani fuzzy model, in which the antecedent and consequent are fuzzy propositions, has been used to achieve quantitative analysis (Evsukoff et al. ) . The Mamdani model is typically used in expert systems. The second type of fuzzy model is Takagi & Sugeno () (Sugeno & Kang ) . Sensitivity analysis was used to determine the influence of input variables on the dependent variable and the following order was obtained: water pH, water temperature, manganese, ammonia, iron, electrical conductivity, nitrites, total phosphate, nitrates and chloride.
It was shown that nitrates and chloride did not have a significant effect on the performance of the ANN model and could be excluded from the input variables. In this paper an ANFIS model for the same reservoir was developed.
The major objective of the study presented in this paper was to construct a high-quality ANFIS model to predict the DO in the reservoir and to demonstrate its application to identifying complex nonlinear relationships between input and output variables. However, it should be noted that although the motivation in this paper was primarily ANFIS development, the process of the proposed input variables selection is such that it can be used for identifying an appropriate set of inputs during AI modelling of other water quality variables.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study area and data
The Gruža Reservoir was formed on the Gruža River for the purpose of supplying Kragujevac and the surrounding area with drinking water (Figure 1 The data set used in this study was generated through the monitoring of the water quality of Gruža reservoir.
Monthly sampling was carried out during a period of The available set of data was divided into two sections as a training test and a test set. In the training process of the ANFIS, 152 samples were used. The ANFIS model was tested using 28 randomly selected data.
ANFIS structure
Supposing that the first-order Takagi 
where q kj and c k ; k ¼ 1; 2; :::; 4; j ¼ 1; 2; are the consequent parameters. In this inference system the output of each rule is a linear combination of input variables.
The corresponding equivalent ANFIS architecture (Jang ) is shown in Figure 2 . When f k is a constant, a zero-order
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model is formed, which may be considered to be a special case of a Mamdani FIS. The zero-order Takagi In this study, the third constraint is not satisfied because the gauss2mf membership function, but not Gaussian function, is selected.
The ANFIS structure contains five layers.
Layer 1
The outputs of the layer are fuzzy membership grade of inputs
If the Gaussian MF is adopted, μ A ij ðx j Þ is given by:
where c ij and σ ij are the parameters of the MF or premise parameters.
Layer 2
Every node in this layer is a fixed node. The output of nodes can be presented as:
Ã denotes T-norm. Nodes are marked by a circle and labelled ∏. 
Layer 3
The output of each fixed node labelled N can be presented as:
Layer 4 Every node in this layer is a square. The outputs of this layer are given by:
Layer 5 Finally, the output of the ANFIS can be presented as:
There are four methods to update the parameters of the ANFIS structure, as listed below according to their computation complexities (Jang ):
1. Gradient descent (GD): All parameters are updated by the GD.
2. GD and one pass of least square estimation (LSE): The LSE is applied only once at the very beginning to get the initial values of the consequent parameters and then the GD takes over to update all parameters.
3. GD and LSE: This is the hybrid learning.
4. Sequential LSE: using extended Kalman filter algorithm to update all parameters.
In this paper the hybrid learning algorithm that combines the GD and the LSE method is used for updating In this paper, Jang's method was used for the selection of an appropriate set of input variables. An ANFIS model has been trained for 300 epochs. After that number of epochs, the reduction of the RMSE value is negligible.
Thus, comparison of trained ANFIS models is justified.
RMSE is calculated by the following expression:
where y i and y mi denote the network output and measured value from the ith element and N o represents the number of observations.
The prediction performances of the fuzzy model were evaluated using correlation coefficient (r), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error (MSE):
where y i and y mi denote the ANFIS output and measured value from the i-th element; y and y m denote their average respectively, and N o represents the number of observations.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined as the degree of correlation between the experimental and predicted values.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper the MATLAB Fuzzy Toolbox was used for the implementation of the fuzzy model. The input variables analysed in this paper were: water pH, water temperature, total phosphate, nitrites, ammonia, iron, manganese and electrical conductivity. The number of possible combinations is 2 8 ¼ 256. It is necessary to build C 8 6 ¼ 28 ANFIS models if we want to find the six most relevant inputs. The training parameters of these models are given in Table 1 . It is also important to select proper parameters for the training process, including the initial step size, the step size increase rate and the step size decrease rate. Parameter selection for the training process and their impact on the ANFIS has been addressed in the literature ( Jang ). The initial step size is defined to 0.01. The step size decrease rate is 0.9 and the step size increase rate is 1.1. Fuzzy partitioning of the input variables of the ANFIS is realized by the selection of the two primary fuzzy sets. The LSE method is used for updating the consequent parameters (64).
From Table 2 it can be seen that the RMSE after 300 epochs is the smallest for model 9 with the inputs: pH, temperature (Temp), manganese (Mn), ammonia (Ammon), electrical conductivity (EC) and iron (Fe).
The parameters of the MFs of the inputs after training are shown in Table 3 .
The rule base of the ANFIS for DO calculation: Analysing the results shown in Table 2 , it can be seen that models 9 and 11 are the two most effective models with five identical inputs and only one different input. However, although the literature offers some recent successful neural network and fuzzy systems applications related to water quality estimations due to the fact that water quality forecast can be easily affected with high uncertainty and specific circumstances, such as climatological, eco-regional, etc. (Vandenberghe et al. ) . Proposed models could show certain deviations. Thus, it is necessary for proposed models to be adjustable because forecast 
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to develop an ANFIS model to predict the DO in water supply reservoir Gruža in Serbia and demonstrate its application to identify complex nonlinear relationships between input and output variables.
The proposed model shows efficiency in forecasting the DO profiles in eutrophic water bodies. Also, the model is an invaluable tool for studying system dynamics and predicting future states. The fuzzy logic model once developed for a water body, can favourably be used during further monitoring activities, as a predictive management tool. It can be concluded that neuro-fuzzy modelling can be successfully applied for estimations in lakes and reservoirs, and can replace classical approaches, because of its simplicity. An ANFIS application could be used in the future to investigate the applicability of this approach to other reservoirs. As a final conclusion, ANFIS can be a powerful tool for environmental and ecological modelling and assessment.
It should be noted that there are no fixed rules for developing AI techniques in the fields of water quality prediction and forecasting. AI models are usually constructed based on expert knowledge and trial and error adjustment of parameters. Thus, there is no guarantee that the optimal solution will be found. Some future directions for further development are the hybrid combinations of two or more AI methods to produce an even better water quality modelling system.
